
2 YEAR OLDS
AUGUST 
WEEK 5

BIBLE STORY: God’s power can protect me. - Daniel And The Lions - Daniel 6:1-23

BOTTOM LINE: God is powerful.

MEMORY VERSE: “Great is our Lord and mighty in power.” Psalm 147:5, NIV

ACTIVITY #1: Talk Like Animals
WHAT YOU NEED:

No supplies needed

Before The Activity:
Have the children stand in front of you.

LARGE GROUP TIME - WORSHIP + LESSON

Please remember to have your group sit together and encourage them 
to engage in large group time as YOU engage in large group time!

PRACTICE THE MEMORY VERSE: 
“Great is our Lord and mighty in power.” Psalm 147:5, NIV

During The Activity:
Challenge the children to talk to each other like different animals would. Animal sounds are: dog barking, 
cat meowing, bird tweeting, frog ribbiting, and lion roaring.

WHAT YOU DO: 

WHAT YOU SAY: 
Before The Activity:
“When we talk to each other, we use our words. Let’s pretend that we are different animals and talk to each like they 
would.”

During The Activity:
“First, let’s be dogs! What does a dog say? (Pause.) Yes, they bark. (Demonstrate.) Let’s bark and talk to each other the way a dog
would. (Do activity.) Great job! Now, let’s be cats! What does a cat say? (Pause.) You got it! A cat meows. Let’s talk to each other 
like a cat would!” (Continue and finish activity.)

After The Activity:
“Great job! You are great animals! We can talk to God by praying. Today, we’ll hear a Bible story about someone who talked to 
God.”

TRANSITION:

Move to Worship and Story by pretending to talk like the different animals as you move to the story area.



ACTIVITY #3: Four Corners
WHAT YOU NEED:

“Corner Pictures” and “Corner Cards” ACtivity Pages, paper, cardstock, scissors, and wall tape

WHAT YOU DO: 

PRAY AND DISMISS
ENCOURAGE THE KIDS TO PRAY WITH AND FOR EACH OTHER!

ACTIVITY #2: Lion Friends
WHAT YOU NEED:

“Lion Face” Activity Page, cardstock, jumbo craft sticks, stickers, glue, and yellow dot markers

WHAT YOU DO: 
Before The Activity:
Copy “Lion Face” on cardstock, one per child. Pre-cut the designated areas around the face and eyes.

During The Activity:
Give each child a “Lion Face” cut out. Show them how to use the yellow dot markers on the mask. Once the mask is 
covered with yellow dot marker paint, assist them in gluing their lion face to a craft stick. After all of the children have 
a completed a lion face, pretend you are Daniel and all of the friendly lions are gathered around you.

WHAT YOU SAY: 

During The Activity:

“God protected Daniel from lions in our Bible story today. That means God kept Daniel safe. So, guess what we’re 
going to make? (Pause.) Lions! First, we need to dot marker all over our lion faces. Good job! Now we’ll glue them to 
one of these sticks. Look! It’s a lion! (hold a completed mask to your face.) “I’ll pretend to be Daniel, and you can be 
the lions. Hold up your mask and stand around me, but remember, you can’t hurt me, because God is protecting me!”

After The Activity:

“God’s power protected Daniel from the hungry lions. That is a lot of power! Who is powerful? God is powerful.”

Before The Activity:
Copy “Corner Pictures” on paper, one set per small group. Hang one page in each corner of the activity area at preschooler level. 
Copy “Corner Cards” on cardstock and cut on the dotted lines, one set per small group.

During The Activity:
Have the children stand in the middle of the activity area. Hold up one of the cards so that all of the children can see it. Have the
children go to the corner with the picture that matches the card you hold up. After the children reach the correct picture, ask them 
the key question and say the Bottom Line with them. Repeat the activity by continuing with the remaining three cards. Repeat as 
desired.

WHAT YOU SAY: 

Before The Activity:
“We have pictures around our room. It looks like a construction zone! There are pictures of things that we would see 
at a construction zone. Construction vehicles are powerful, but God is more powerful! I will show you, and I want you 
to look at the card closely then run to the picture on the wall that matches the card.”

During The Activity:

“Everyone stand in the middle. (Point.) Look very carefully at the card and go to the picture that matches the card. Are you
ready? (Show the first card.) Everyone, go to the corner picture that matches this card. (Pause.) Great job! Who is powerful? God is 
powerful! Let’s do it again!” (Continue and finish activity.)

After The Activity:

“God is so powerful that He can protect us! So tell me, Who is powerful? God is powerful!”

After The Activity:

Talk about how God’s power protected Daniel from the lions and God’s power can protect us, too.

Before The Activity:
“I’m so excited to see you today! We have an exciting Bible story to talk about!”


